"\Ve shall call 'Yn(X) the expected value of the A-quantile of a sample of size n from· PROOF. For each fixed n the densities
constitute a one-parameter exponential family for O < A, y < 1, and consequently the family is strictly totally positive of order oo. in X and y (cf.
[3]). According to a slight elaboration of a result due to S. Karlin that is given in [4], the convexity . of cf>n follows from the definitiQn of 'Yn and -y,. *, the total positivity of J>..( y), the monotonicity of F and the convexity of <J,. Also
and the same holds for -Yn *. This is easily verified by adding integrands in expression ( 1.1). Hence, because of the convexity of cl>n.+1, i'n+1(A + (1 -A)/(n + 2)) + "Yn+1(A -X/(n + 2)) > 2x 0
• the i11equality of (2.3) remains valid no,v that <l >n is antis etric a11d concaveco11vex instead of convex. This completes the proof.
We 11ote that in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we have only made use of the tot,11 positivit)" of f >..( y). Exploiting the fact that the total positivity is strict, one finds that the convexity ( or concave-convexity) in x as well as the n1onotonicity in n of <J:>n( x) are strict, unless cf> is linear on I. is non-decreasing in i for fixed n. We recall that the proof of this assertion rests solely on the fact that the family (2.1), which for i
is totally positive of order infinity in i and y for fixed n. However, the family ( 2.5) is also totally positive of order infinity in n and ( 1 -y) for fixed i. One . · Y verifies that this implies that EXi:n is also a convex function of EX i:~ for varying . n and fixed i. Since EX i:n is decreas:ing in n for fixed i, it follows that ' (EXt,. -Ex:,.+1)/(EX,:n -EX,:ntl) is non-increasing inn. Using for1nula (2 . . 2) for X(n + 1) = i, i.e.
(2.6) EX,:rt. :a+l, and the corresponding expression for EX~. , we find (EXtn -EXt':n.11)/(EX-i:n -EXi:n+1)
,~d hence (2.4) is non-increasing inn.
• By considt,rix,,g the distiibution functions 1 -F*(-x) and 1 -F(-x) in- (EX!-i+l:n -EX!-i:n)/(EXn-i+l:n -EXn-i:n) is 11on-i11c1·easir1g in i and non-decreasing in n. The former conclusion is of course equivale11t to the monotonieity ir1 i of (2.4). We have proved THEOREl\r 2.3. If condition ( 1.3) holds, the quantities ( 2.4) are non-decreafiizg in i ancl non-increasing in n, whereas ( 2. 7) is non-decreasing in n.
\Ve note that the last assertion of the theorem may also be proved directl\· . . by using the total positivity of ( 2.5) in i and y for fixed ( n -i) and applyi11g (2.6).
It may be of interest to point out the sirr1ilarity of Theorem 2.3 to inequalities that were recently obtained by R. E. Barlow For other cases where relations ( 1.3) or ( 1.4) are satisfied and the results of this paper may be applied, the reader is referred to [5] .
•
